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Introduction
We define inferior vena cava (IVC) syndrome as the clinical 

profile caused by the occlusion of the IVC secondary to a benign 
or malignant process.

Material and methods
Our patient, a 47-year-old woman referred to the emergency 

department because of atraumatic pain in her left leg for the 
past 4 days. Five years ago she underwent resection of an 
inguinal vascular malformation. She didn’t have any other 
risk factor of deep vein thrombosis. The physical examination 
revealed a swollen left leg with pitting oedema and collateral 
superficial veins. Because of a high á priori probability of venous 
thromboembolic disease, even the D-Dimer was less than 
250µg/L, we performed a vein eco-doppler. The analysis showed 
signs of a common iliac left vein thrombosis. The patient was 
therefore treated with LMWH at therapeutic weight-adjusted 
doses. After a month, she presented the same symptoms in the 
contra lateral extremity even correct treatment.

Due to clinical suspicion of progression of venous thrombo-
embolic disease we performed an abdominal-CT that revealed 
the presence of a uterine tumor and an extensive thrombosis of 
the internal and common iliac left veins. The thrombosis extend-
ed inside the inferior vena cava up to 25mm from the drainage 
point of both renal veins. This thrombosis had a heterogenic den-
sity that could correspond to recanalization areas. Due to sus-
picion of external compression we performed a pelvic-MRI that 
showed uterine myomatosis with invasion into the ilio-cava ter-
ritory. The case was discussed at a multidisciplinary committee 
of Vascular Surgery, Gynaecology and Internal Medicine and we 
decided to operate the patient by exploratory mid-line laparot-
omy.

We procured access into the retroperitoneum space and 
controlled the IVC with vesseloops. We clamped the IVC just 
below the drainage point of both renal veins to avoid embolisms 
during surgical manipulation (We discard the use of a IVC-
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Background: Inferior vena cava syndrome is defined as the clinical profile caused by the occlusion of the IVC secondary to a benign or 
malignant process.
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confirmed intravascular leiomyoma.
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filter preoperatively because the vein was too large). Then a 
total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy was 
performed. During the dissection of the uterine corpus we 
appreciated that part of the uterine tumour had invaded the 
uterine vein (Figure 1) and advanced into the internal iliac vein. 
We controlled this portion and finished the resection of the 
uterus, annexes and cervix.

Figure 1: Intraoperative image. It can be seen that uterine 
tumour (1) invades uterine vein (2).

Section of the internal iliac artery was necessary in order to 
perform a correct dissection and control of the left iliac axis. In 
order to avoid right iliac venous return, instead of accessing the 
venous system by an IVC approach, we performed a longitudinal 
venotomy in the common iliac vein. We found the presence of 
a pearly soft mass occupying the whole venous lumen, without 
endothelium adhesions or associated thrombosis. The mass was 
sectioned in two portions and extracted with posterior iliac-
clamping to avoid retrograde bleeding. The remaining mass was 
removed and the uterine vein was tied.

Figure 2: Surgical removed piece: 1) Uterine myomatosis; 2) 
Uterine vein portion; 3) Internal iliac vein portion; 4) Common 
iliac vein portion; 5) External iliac vein portion; 6) Inferior vena 
cava portion.

Finally, the common iliac venotomy was sutured with 
unabsorbable monofilament. The patient was discharged at 
the 7th post operatory day without complications and with 

anticoagulation treatment. The pathological analysis confirmed 
the suspected diagnosis of intravascular leiomyomatosis of the 
uterus (Figure 2). At present, the patient is still asymptomatic for 
leg oedema. At six months we performed an abdomino-pelvic-CT 
that ruled out tumor recurrence and showed patency in the ilio-
cava axis. 

Discussion
Uterine myomatosis is a benign neoplasm of the smooth 

muscle cells of the myometrium, consisting of collagen, 
fibronectin and proteoglycans [1]. At present, it is the most 
frequent tumour among women [2]. The presentation, as 
invasion of the deep venous system, is a rare condition, with 
approximately 300 cases reported in the scientific literature [3]. 
Two theories are proposed as possible aetiologies: the first one 
states that there it is caused by a cellular proliferation of the 
smooth muscle of the vein wall; and the second defends that it 
is caused by the invasion of the vascular system by a leiomyoma 
from the myometrium [4]. To perform a correct diagnosis and 
surgical approach, it is important to perform an abdomino-
pelvic-CT and a pelvic-MRI to precisely define the tumour’s 
anatomy and its limits [5].

PET-CT can aid in ruling out hypermetabolic processes that 
could suggest malignant tumours, and define the extension. 
Echocardiography should be performed in order to rule out 
intracardiac extension. Differential diagnoses include aggressive 
pathology that should be discarded, like endometrial sarcoma or 
leiomyosarcoma [3]. Recently Guotao Ma et al. [6] in an analysis 
of 76 cases, they have developed a clinical stage in order to 
categorize the tumour progression; stage I when is confined 
to pelvic cavity; stage II when it hasn’t reached the renal veins, 
stage III when it extends into right atrium; and stage IV when it 
reaches the pulmonary arteries6. This classification is useful in 
the preoperatory study in order to plan the surgery strategy. 

Intravenous leiomyomatosis has to be distinguished from 
benign metastasizing leiomyomatosis, which involves the 
pulmonary dissemination of a leiomyoma without radiological 
or histopathological malignancy [7]; or disseminated 
peritoneal leiomyomatosis, which involves the proliferation 
of sub-peritoneal nodules composed of smooth muscle cells 
[8]. Treatment of choice includes the complete resection of 
the tumour. It entails a hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy because of the presence of oestrogen receptors 
on the tumour surface associated with its growth [1,3]. 

To avoid embolisms during surgical manipulation we 
clamped the IVC. This manoeuvre is not commonly described 
in the literature. We think that it should be performed when 
it’s technically possible because associated thrombosis may be 
present. The use of a vein filter before the surgery was ruled out 
because the IVC’s diameter was too large. Because of the high 
risk of bleeding we did not anticoagulate the patient during 
surgery. In spite of this, no thromboembolic events occurred.
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In the review of the literature, the venous approach in 
order to remove the mass is usually performed by venotomy of 
the IVC directly [6,9,10]. By this approach, in stage II patients, 
a median of 1000cc blood loose has been reported [6]. In our 
case, we successfully performed the access by a common iliac 
left venotomy, and thereby avoiding dissecting the contralateral 
iliac axis, and the IVC’s reflux during the extraction of the mass. 
In our case the patient didn’t require blood transfusion during 
surgery. We believe that this incision should be considered for 
intravascular leiomyomas localized in the infrarenal portion of 
the IVC.

Analogues of GnRH and aromatase inhibitors have been 
administered in order to reduce the size of the tumour in the 
preoperative care [6], or when an incomplete resection is 
performed [5]. This treatment has not been correctly tested 
and some studies cast doubt their benefit [11]. It is unclear how 
these patients need to be followed up. There have been reports 
of recurrences 39 months after surgery [3], associated with the 
incomplete resection of the tumour [11].

Conclusion
Intravascular leiomyomatosis is a rare condition with 

surgical resection as the only curative treatment.
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